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Document Status & Next Steps

• WG Adoption Call: where are we?
• Initial batch of WG comments were addressed during call for comments.
  • Thanks Hannes, Thomas, Wei, and Ned!
  • Resulted in updates to Security & Privacy Consideration, as well as a first set of Implementation Considerations
• Currently, there is an open set fresh comments from Ned and still unaddressed comments from Stu & Bob (DRIP WG).
  • These will be the next batch of issues, the authors will address
• Following that, there will be a final alignment with that RATS architecture document as soon that passes IESG review.
• Additionally, upcoming composition examples for the passport and the background-check model that will be added to I-D.ietf-rats-reference-interaction-models soon will eventually become the basis for more use-case examples in this document.